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Below are articles and summaries of magnesium related stories. IMA Member companies are asked to
distribute the update to their employees and if their employees wish to receive the monthly IMA News
issues, please send their email addresses to the IMA World Headquarters. The IMA appreciates all member
company press releases and announcements for inclusion in the monthly IMA News issues.
INDUSTRY CALENDAR

Contact IMA

IMA Events
June 1 – 3, 2014
IMA 71st Annual World Magnesium Conference
Westin Grand München
Munich, Germany
Industry Events
February 6 – 10, 2014
TMS 2014 143rd Annual Meeting & Exhibition
San Diego Convention Center
San Diego, California, USA
August 11 – 12, 2014
International Conference on Mining, Material and
Metallurgical Engineering (MMME ’14)
Prague, Czech Republic
September 22 – 24, 2014
NADCA Die Casting Congress & Tabletop
The Wisconsin Center
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, USA
September 28 – October 1, 2014
8th International Symposium on Superalloy 718
and Derivatives
Marriot City Center
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, USA
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Mike Schultze, Executive Vice President
E-mail: mschultze@tso.net
Ann Scheible, Director Member Services
E-mail: ascheible@tso.net
IMA staff can also be reached at:
International Magnesium Association
1000 N. Rand Road, Suite 214
Wauconda, IL 60084 USA
Tel: ++1-847-526-2010
Fax: ++1-847-526-3993
E-mail: info@intlmag.org
Website: www.intlmag.org
European Director: Christian Payn
IMA European Representative
343 Chemin de Durban
84190 beaumes de Venise
France
Phone: +33 (0)6 79 91 44 37
Email: Christian.payn@gmail.com
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EDITOR’S NOTE: IMA makes every possible effort to substantiate the articles which appear in the
Update. However, as this is not always possible IMA does not warrant the details nor accuracy of any
given article. Please keep in mind that materials are attained through press releases, outside articles from
numerous sources and publications. Such materials often contain opinions which are not that of the
association nor should they be construed as such. We realize that in the case of some materials, the
translations might often lead to less than perfect grammar, etc. It is our position however to print as
submitted rather than take upon ourselves the editing of such materials which would entail potential
changes unwanted by any given author.
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ASSOCIATION NEWS
Happy Holidays from the IMA!
On behalf of the IMA Board of Directors and Executive
Committee, we wish you and your families a very happy and
safe holiday season and a Happy New Year!

Bayramınız Kutlu Olsun!

Frohe Feiertage!

즐거운

Happy Holidays!

Boas Festas!

节日快乐

Glad Helg!
ハッピーホリデー

Bonnes Fêtes!

Join us for the 71st Annual World Magnesium Conference in Munich, Germany – Call For
Papers Deadline is approaching soon!
The 2014 Call For Papers was released to the IMA worldwide distribution list the week of October 14.
Please share the announcement invite your colleagues to submit abstracts.
st

Also, please be sure to save the dates for the 71 Annual World Magnesium Conference which will be
held from June 1 – 3, 2014 at the Westin Grand München, Munich, Germany. This event is the premier
international magnesium industry conference that highlights the latest technological advances, innovative
applications, and emerging developments in the global marketplace. The conference combines
informative technical sessions, exhibits, networking and social opportunities for a well-rounded industry
experience.









Industry Updates
Technical Program, provides a wealth of information for magnesium industry professionals and
addresses topics ranging from an overview of the current state of the magnesium industry to
magnesium process breakthroughs, applications, and business management issues.
Social Program and Spouse Program
Exhibit Showcase and Sponsorship Opportunities
Awards of Excellence, IMA's competition recognizing outstanding magnesium products and
innovative manufacturing technologies
International Environmental Responsibility Awards
IMA Annual Membership Meeting

Munich is, "a city of contradictions that somehow create an intriguing blend of old and new; Lederhosen
and the latest designer outfits, traditional beer gardens and stylish clubs, historical buildings and the most
modern architecture - all stand proudly side by side.”
Munich is unique in combining modernity with tradition. Please mark your calendar and watch for
upcoming details at www.IMAworldconference.org!
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2014 Member Dues – Second Invoices
We would like to thank all IMA members who have renewed membership through 2014! The second
round of 2014 IMA Member Dues for all Regular, Associate, University and Student members will be
distributed via email on Monday, December 16, 2013.
Please take advantage of this time at renewal to review your member profile on the newly redesigned
IMA website and forward any changes you have to IMA Headquarters at info@intlmag.org or via fax at
++1-847-526-3993.
If you have any questions please do not hesitate to contact IMA staff at ++1-847-526-2010 or at our email
address, info@intlmag.org.

INDUSTRY NEWS
IMA Members Only: December Magnesium Review from Metal-Pages
Prices for 2014 magnesium contracts in the US are being settled around 2.5% higher than this year as
volumes are up slightly and the supply pipeline is widely expected to be tighter, according to trade
sources.
Contract negotiations are running ahead of schedule this year amid a belief of tighter market conditions
and trade sources report that a large proportion of deals are now settled. Deals for pure min 99.9%
magnesium are being fixed around a nickel higher than this year, which puts settlements in a range of
about $2.05-2.25/lb. Fixed-priced contracts were settled in a range of $2.00-2.20/lb for 2013. Contract
deals for secondary 90/10 magnesium are also generally up in a range of $1.75-1.85/lb from $1.701.80/lb this year.
Part of the expected supply crimp is set to come as imports from overseas producers in countries like
Russia, Kazakhstan and Ukraine are set to be down again next year due to solid domestic demand.
“The little bit of material coming in from Russia is going to be offered at a much higher price. Maybe the
material from Eastern European is also going to be a bit higher,” said one trade source. “The tightness in
scrap has been going on for some time. Margins are being really squeezed by those customers that need
scrap, especially those supplying into automotive as the automakers squeeze those guys to death.”
The aluminum scrap market has tightened up this year and forced some consumers to switch into primary
metal that requires more alloying ingredients like magnesium, traders note. Another trade source noted
that a larger proportion of consumers are booking on a fixed-price basis rather than on a formula due to
expectations of prices trending higher on the supply crimp and robust volumes.
The European magnesium market has strengthened slightly in the past couple of weeks in line with
moves in the market in China, the key supplier to Europe, although Chinese production will be watched
for a any substantial increase that may cap the rally, industry sources told Metal-Pages on Tuesday. The
European spot market is some $2,725-2,775 a tonne delivered.
The European market has been moving around a four-year low for most of this year and well off a peak
average of some $3,325/tonne in early January when Beijing abolished export duties on magnesium
metal.
"The Chinese prices have been going up and you're starting to see that filtering into Europe," one dealer
told Metal-Pages, adding that they have an offer at $2,720/tonne basis ex-works in the spot market.
Dealers said Chinese stock levels appear to be fairly low, hence the latest market moves up, while
production levels there will be watched in the coming weeks as they typically increase in line with prices.
In Europe, however, there has been some consumer interest for first quarter delivery next year around
present spot price levels, sources said.
The Chinese magnesium metal market has been picking up since last week on reduced stocks, industry
sources told Metal-Pages on Monday. Prices of magnesium metal 99.9% grade have picked up from
RMB15,000-15,500/tonne to RMB15,300-15,800/tonne in the past two weeks.
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“We are quoting RMB15,300/tonne for the metal,” a producer source from Shaanxi said, adding that some
business has taken place at this level. The source reported that there are only a couple hundred tonnes
of magnesium stocks in warehouse, and there is little inventory pressure now.
Export prices have been pushed up to $2,620-2,680/tonne FOB, up by $40/tonne compared with two
weeks ago.
A trader from Shanxi reported that demand from downstream consumers remains quiet although a little
business has been done recently despite rising offer prices. “The price increase has slowed down, and
the magnesium market is expected to stabilise soon.”
As the biggest consumption field, the aluminum industry in China has weakened with more than ten
smelters cutting production. According to industry data, six key aluminum producers, including Alumimium
Corpration of China, are expected to cut output by 850,000 tonnes in 2013.
China’s exports of unwrought magnesium metal (Mg 99.8% min) have decreased 4.8% year on year to
11,257 tonnes in September, according to official Customs data. Shipments in September marked the
lowest in recent months ending three months of growth. Major destinations, including the Netherlands,
Japan and Canada, cut imports after a busy July and August, normally a slow period.
For the latest magnesium news and prices visit www.metal-pages.com. To subscribe at the special IMA
membership rate, email Metal-Pages at info@metal-pages.com.

Rolls-Royce Announces Engine for A330 Regional
Rolls-Royce today announced the latest version of its market-leading Trent 700, the Trent 700 Regional,
will power the recently announced Airbus A330 Regional aircraft.
The engine was confirmed at the Rolls-Royce customer symposium in China, which along with South
East Asia, will be a key market for the aircraft.
The Trent 700, the only engine specifically designed for the A330, delivers the best fuel burn, emissions
and noise performance, resulting in market leadership on the aircraft with 70 per cent of new orders over
the last four years.
It currently powers 70 per cent of A330 regional operations and every A330 operator in mainland China
has selected the engine.
The superior attributes of the Trent 700 Regional, optimised specifically for the A330 Regional, save
operators $1m per aircraft per year compared to competitor engines.
The engine features reduced thrust tailored to aircraft regional operations, providing lower maintenance
costs and longer time on wing. By providing the right amount of thrust at the right time, engine part life is
extended and maintenance costs significantly reduced.
In "hot, high and severe" environments the Trent 700 has already consistently proven itself to have the
best time on wing performance, up to double that of its nearest competitor. This advantage was a key
element in the recent order from Qatar Airways to power five A330 freighters - won in competition with the
airline’s previous A330 engine supplier.
Eric Schulz, Rolls-Royce, President - Civil Large Engines, said: "We are excited about this opportunity
and are ready to support the new Airbus A330 Regional programme with an optimised version of our
market-leading Trent 700 engine. Our performance advantages have given us a market-leading position
on the A330 and we look forward to this latest phase in its development."
Tom Palmer, Rolls-Royce - Trent 700 Programme Director, said: "Trent 700 Regional engines will also
incorporate the latest performance upgrades - an "EP2" (second enhanced performance) package,
available from 2015, will deliver a further one per cent improvement, saving over 60,000 US gallons of
fuel per aircraft per year."
Source: www.rolls-royce.com (26-Nov-2013)
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EUROPE NEWS
EU Agrees Compromise on 2020 CO2 Limits for New Cars
The EU has agreed a compromise on future tougher CO2 limits that have been opposed by German
OEMs and the German government.
A new outline agreement delays full implementation of a limit of 95 grams of CO2 per km for all new cars
until 2021 from a previous deadline of 2020.
The latest agreement also changes the rules on flexibility, giving more leeway to German luxury car
manufacturers such as Daimler and BMW, whose average emissions are naturally higher than those
OEMs who specialise in smaller vehicles.
"We have worked together with the European Parliament for limited additional flexibility. Tonight we have
found a very delicate balance," said Arunas Vinciunas, the ambassador for Lithuania, which holds the sixmonth rotating EU presidency.
The deal will be presented to a meeting of EU diplomats on Friday, with a view to getting their agreement.
It would then have to be signed off by member state governments and the European Parliament.
Chancellor Angela Merkel championed the cause of the big German carmakers, declaring she was
protecting German jobs, and persuaded other EU states to agree to scrap an agreement on 2020
emissions targets that was reached in June.
Apart from the phase-in, under which 95% of new car sales will have to comply in 2020 and 100% in
2021, Tuesday's agreement also changes the rules for "supercredits".
These allow manufacturers that make very low emission vehicles, such as electric cars, to claim extra
credits for them, so they can continue to produce more heavily polluting vehicles as well.
An agreement reached in June had set a limit for use of supercredits at 2.5 grams per year. The new deal
sets a cap of 7.5 grams of carbon dioxide for the years 2020-2022, so a manufacturer could opt to use all
the flexibility in the first year.
Europe has in place a 2015 CO2 limit of 130 g/km as an average across the EU fleet, a goal seen as very
achievable as many manufacturers are already meeting or very close to doing so.
Source: www.just-auto.com (27-Nov-2013)

Chevrolet Pullback in Europe Will End Opel, Vauxhall Overlap
General Motors’ decision to pull Chevrolet out of most European markets is a major setback to the
automaker's goal of transforming Chevrolet into a globe-spanning powerhouse.
But the move also lets GM leave a costly, near decade-long strategy of force-feeding Chevrolets into a
market that had shown little appetite for the quintessential American marque. And it ends a muddled
overlap with GM’s Opel and Vauxhall brands, which outsell Chevrolet in Europe by a 6-to-1 margin.
In the end, GM’s decision in 2005 to launch Chevrolet in Europe could be seen as a contingency plan in
the event of Opel’s sale or demise. With Opel now showing a faint pulse, today’s news seems to validate
what GM executives have been saying for nearly two years: They plan to stick with Opel for the long haul.
“This lets them focus more on Opel and Vauxhall, while abandoning a brand strategy with Chevrolet that I
don’t think many people bought into,” said Morningstar analyst David Whiston.
By sometime in 2016, Chevrolet “will no longer have a mainstream presence in Western and Eastern
Europe, largely due to a challenging business model and the difficult economic situation in Europe,” GM
said in a statement.
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Only iconic Chevrolet models, such as the Corvette, will continue to be sold throughout most of Europe.
Chevrolet will continue selling a broad lineup in Russia and other countries that make up the
Commonwealth of Independent States, including Ukraine, Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan.
Cadillac expanding
Cadillac, which has almost no presence in Europe, is “finalizing plans” for expanding its distribution
network there over the next three years in advance of “numerous product introductions,” GM said.
The move “will benefit from a stronger Opel and Vauxhall and further emphasis on Cadillac,” GM CEO
Dan Akerson said in a statement. It allows Chevrolet to focus “where the opportunity for growth is
greatest.”
Akerson telegraphed a major shakeup to GM’s European brand strategy with comments critical of the
Opel-Chevrolet overlap during an interview with Automotive News, a sister publication of Automotive
News Europe, last month. “I just think there’s channel conflict and confusion,” he said. “I don’t think you
can have an Astra … and a Cruze sitting in the same showroom.”
About half of Chevrolet’s 1,900 dealerships in Europe also sell Opel. GM said it will continue to provide
warranty, parts and service for the U.S. brand.
Overlapping brands
Akerson also made clear his disdain for the decision by his predecessors in 2005 to roll out Chevrolet
largely through rebadged vehicles developed and built by Daewoo, the Korean automaker that GM
acquired in 2002.
“We sent in a bunch of young M.B.A.s and said ‘We can make Daewoo a much stronger product. We’re
going to name it Chevrolet,’” Akerson said during the interview. “There was no brand discipline. We were
going to commit the same sin that we did here” in the United States, with overlapping brands.
Chevrolet’s lineup in recent years has evolved into a mix of vehicles built on platforms developed both by
Opel and GM Korea, with styling and vehicle attributes that more closely match models sold in the United
States and other markets.
Still, Chevrolet’s improved European lineup didn’t fix the overlap problem -- and might have exacerbated
it.
Take the Chevrolet Trax small crossover, which was launched this year on the heels of the successful
rollout of the Opel Mokka. Even GM insiders wondered aloud why the company would launch essentially
identical vehicles under separate brands that both share mainstream market status.
“Chevrolet had a lot of budget product,” Opel’s new boss Karl-Thomas Neumann told reporters on the
sidelines of the Frankfurt auto show in September. “Chevrolet now has some product which is, in my
opinion, too close with the Opel product.”
Years of insistence
Neumann’s frank assessment followed years of insistence by GM executives that Opel could be
repositioned as a more premium brand, leaving room for Chevrolet as the value play.
By yanking the U.S. brand out of Europe, GM is abandoning an opportunity to increase market share and
to wring more models from its vehicle platforms, says Warren Browne, a Detroit-area automotive
consultant and former GM executive who ran the company’s Russian operations in the mid-2000s.
Browne said GM already put in the hard work to share vehicle architectures between the two brands,
such as the Chevrolet Captiva and Opel Antara crossovers. He believes GM erred by not building
Chevrolets alongside Opels in Europe rather than importing most of them from Korea.
That, Browne said, would have allowed GM to craft a more cohesive strategy for both brands.
“Chevrolet bowing out of Europe will energize Skoda and other mainstream brands,” Browne said.
The decision to reverse course is a reflection of Akerson’s management style. He has advocated for
admitting strategic missteps and cutting losses, rather than doubling down on grand visions.
Asked last month about the traits he would like to see in his successor for GM’s top post, Akerson talked
about the ability to take chances -- and admit failure.
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“Have the humility and audacity to say ‘I made a mistake,’” he said, “and back up and go down the other
way.”
Source: www.autonews.com (26-Nov-2013)

Nissan Increases Reliance on UK Execs, Sunderland Plant
British executives have increased their global importance within Nissan as the UK becomes an
increasingly crucial location for the Japanese automaker, which aims to topple Toyota as Europe's topselling Asian brand by 2016.
The rise has coincided with the enormous success of the automaker's plant in Sunderland, northeast
England. Last month, British executives Andy Palmer and Trevor Mann were promoted to the top echelon
just below Nissan CEO Carlos Ghosn in a reorganization that saw the company's chief operating officer
role split into three different posts.
In the same month, Nissan unveiled the new Qashqai, the second-generation of the breakthrough
compact crossover built in Sunderland. The crossover has been so successful that even in its run-out
year it was the region's No. 8-seller through three quarters, according to JATO Dynamics.
The popularity of the car and the efficiency of the factory that builds it have helped push British executives
ever higher up the corporate ladder, said analyst Jonathon Poskitt at LMC Automotive.
"The success of the Sunderland operation ensures that British workers are well regarded within the
organization," he said.
As part of Nissan's management changes Mann, 52, becomes the company's global chief performance
officer. The former head of the Sunderland plant starts his new job on Jan. 1 while also remaining Nissan
head of Europe, Africa, India and the Middle East.
Nissan's current chief performance officer, Briton Colin Dodge, 58, was given a new role managing
special projects and will report directly to Ghosn. Dodge also starts the new job on Jan. 1.
Palmer, 50, the current head of global product planning and marketing, became chief planning officer last
month. He leads global sales, product planning, communications and marketing. In addition, Palmer will
oversee Nissan's electric vehicle and battery business.
Also last month Nissan promoted Daniel Griffiths, a 55-year-old native of Northern Ireland, to managing
director of its European operations and head of global labor relations. The changes take effect on Jan. 1.
Griffiths, who was personnel director at the Sunderland plant from 2006 until 2008, keeps his current job
as chief security officer for Europe, Africa, India and the Middle East.
Source: www.europe.autonews.com (04-Dec-2013)

ASIA NEWS
Renault-Dongfeng JV Approved by China Regulator
Renault said China's top economic planner has approved a joint venture between the automaker and
Dongfeng Motor Group to build and sell cars in China.
The green light activates long-standing plans by the French carmaker to introduce its own locally
assembled models in China, building on the presence of alliance partner Nissan and its existing venture
with Dongfeng.
The new venture will build 150,000 vehicles a year. The partners will also produce engines and will
consider manufacturing key engine components.
Renault did not disclose which vehicles it will build in China or when production will start. The venture will
help the company to strengthen its scale in the Chinese market, Renault said in a statement today.
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The approval from China's National Development and Reform Commission comes more than nine years
after Renault and Dongfeng first announced plans for a joint venture. Renault had previously expected
approval by the end of 2012.
According to a Chinese media report in July, the joint venture plans to begin producing SUVs and
minivans in 2014. The 50-50 venture will be known as Dongfeng Renault Automotive. It will have total
investment of 7.76 billion yuan ($1.3 billion).
Approval was given by the National Development and Reform Commission, both automakers said.
Renault sells about 50 percent of its vehicles in Europe and intends to reduce its reliance on the region,
where car demand is at a two-decade low. A total of 19.3 million vehicles were sold in China in 2012,
against about 14.4 billion in Europe.
Late to market
The carmaker's entry into China trails competitors such as Volkswagen Group by decades. Local
production is key for competing in China because imported cars are hit with a 25 percent tariff.
Renault has sold fewer than 30,000 cars this year in China, a stark difference from its Japanese partner,
Nissan, which delivered more than 1 million vehicles in the country, ranking third among global
carmakers.
To build a Chinese presence for the Renault brand, the automaker has been forced so far to rely on
imports from the Renault Samsung Motors division in South Korea, led by its Koleos SUV.
Nissan, 43.4 percent-owned by Renault, has become Dongfeng's most lucrative partner in the decade
since their venture was created, with explicit provisions for its eventual extension to Renault. Joint
production came to 1.25 million vehicles last year and accounted for 59 percent of the Chinese
carmaker's first-half net profit, according to Citi analysts.
PSA-Dongfeng alliance
The new venture is good news for Renault's growth prospects but could complicate efforts by ailing
French rival PSA/Peugeot-Citroen to expand its own partnership with Dongfeng.
"We struggle to see how a tighter relationship with Renault will help Peugeot in its negotiations for a
deeper alliance," Barclays analyst Kristina Church said.
PSA already operates a joint venture with Dongfeng in China and is discussing plans for Dongfeng to
take a stake in PSA.
A PSA spokesman would not comment on the Renault and Dongfeng agreement, saying only that any
recent developments in China have not affected PSA's successful joint venture with Dongfeng. PSA's
negotiations with potential alliance partners in China remain "on track," the spokesman said.
Source: www.europe.autonews.com (05-Dec-2013)

Development and Clinical Approval of Biodegradeble Magnesium Alloy for Medical Devices
KIST Consortium Consortium participated by U & I (Co.), ASAN Medical Center and Seoul National University
(led by Dr. Seok, Hyun-kwang of KIST Biomedical Research Institute) succeeded in developing high
strength/low biodegradable metal made from basic elements and minerals essential to human body.
The Consortium also developed biodegradable and bioabsorbable medical devices for use in orthopedics and
plastic surgery while earning approval to clinically test the device. The clinical trial is currently in progress
conducted by Ajou University Medical Center.
The heart of the research is matching potentials between the matrix structure of metal and the secondary
agents on the matrix structure to overcome the fundamental limitation of metal materials, which is speedy
degradation. Using this application, new innovative materials can be developed such as metal alloy with the
2nd and 3rd additional elements while still maintaining the electrochemical nature of pure metal. The
remarkable achievement was made possible thanks to the Computational Materials Science Laboratory at
Kookmin University (led by Professor Cha Phil-ryung), which helped to create the effects of synergy between
computer simulation and technology.
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With extensive support of the Seoul Strategic Industry Initiative, the key support program of the Seoul City
government for Smaller enterprises' R&D, KIST Consortium has succeeded in developing new degradable
metal materials inside human body after transplant, and also received approval to clinically test these metals
from the Korea Ministry of Food and Drug Safety as a bioabsorbable fixation device to be used in orthopedics
and plastic surgery. KIST was selected as a beneficiary for the Seoul Strategic Industry Support Initiative in
2010 and has been working on the project for 3 years.
Source: http://www.sciencedaily.com (13-Nov-2013)
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